
Songs from Shadowlands CD 

Shadowlands Tom Petty sounding. Our reality is a shadowland  

I Can See a Rainbow ..Mysterious acoustic rock anthem 

Twilight Zone Ray Davies influenced 60s pop dream sequence where Dobie 
Gillis and Maynard Crebbs eat dinner with Aunt Bee 

This is forever  Acoustic Rock love song describing how this love is forever 

Swords into Plowshares  60s Inspired anthem “lets put our doors into  
plowshares”  

Big Wheel  Acoustic 60’s rock Americana  with  references to  big wheel keep 
on turning, I  want to hold your hand ,and This land is your land 

Get Back To the Garden  Rocking Anthem urging us to get back to the Garden 

Light at the end of the tunnel  In these troubled times there is still light at the 
end of the tunnel 

                              Other song Anecdotes 
Coney Island A 20’s  acoustic blues and jazz style lamenting the fact that 
Coney Island was getting rid of the circus characters and building a fast food 
restaurant in the place where they had lived.


Environmental Girlfriend Fun environmental song  recorded live with a band 
using accordion. “Its not the way you look or the way you cook it’s the way you 
think that natures pins, it’s an all natural love sent from up above, my 
environmental girlfriend”


In Between the Lines Distorted angst filled rant against societies hypocrisy 


Birthday New birthday song accompanied by dulcimer 12 string and droning 
Casio




Birthday New birthday song children version (60s polished pop sound) 


With my camera I take pictures . Sixties Pop  Ray Davies style “If theres no 
picture in the forest does any really see”


Department Store Bluesy Rant against materialism  “ I keep wanting less but 
they give me more”


Light in the Forest— Acoustic with droning guitar  “I was alone in the universe 
John Lennon Kahil Gibran couldn’t rescue me” 


Everything I Want (money cant buy) one version acoustic the other acoustic 
with big drums (big drums with Greg Coleman)


Pick It Up by DC Heavy metal environment song “Throw your wrappers from 
your burger and fries in the trash can ,not in the lake” Pick it up


Pick It Up Acoustic version environment song “Throw your wrappers from your 
burger and fries in the trash can ,not in the lake” Pick it up


It only takes a spark   
( light acoustic hopeful song)We are all in this together, the earth the sky men 
and woman)


This is Your Life  alternative indie acoustic  ( Meaning of life hinted at with 
American game show titles)


Today Acoustic dropped d tuning with instrumental  ( say I love you to those 
around you because love lasts forever)


Words of love ( a little Beatle sounding (Love is not a card you buy in the store)


